Engineer Basketball Teams Tackle Boston University Tomorrow

McCarthy Releases Tentative Line-Up For B.U. Contest

Captain Brockelman Leads List of Those Expected to Start Game

TEAMS EVENLY MATCHED

Facing their first strong opponent of the season, the Clef and Trŵp Basketball team meets the Boston University Engineers tonight at the Hapgood Gymnasium. Coach McCarthy thinks that both teams are evenly matched and expects a hard fight.

Although no definite line-up has been announced for either team, it is expected that the Trŵp roster will include the following: Heiskell, McCall, Tisdale, Cluett, and Winfield, while the Boston nine will probably include the forward positions of Allen, Biddle, and Bates.

Boston Edison Hold Annual Sports Exhibition Tonight In Walker Gymnasium

Mr. Charles L. Edgar

Charles L. Edgar, president of the Boston Edison Company, will be guest of honor at the third annual student sports exhibition to be held in the Walker Memorial Gymnasium tonight under the auspices of the Engineering Faculty. The event will begin at 9:00 o'clock, and include all the varsity teams in competition.

Surprise Act Is To Be Christmas Concert Feature

Musical Clubs Plan Xmas Dance at Walker Building Saturday Night

This year's Christmas Concert and Dance of the Combined Musical Clubs will be given in the Walker Memorial Gymnasium on Saturday night following the regular 8:00 o'clock Christmas Concert. The program will feature solo songs, and choral groups, with several surprises.

Tech Show Holds First Rehearsals

Coaches Are Confident Of Good Material—More Needed For the Chorus

First rehearsals for the Tech Show were held yesterday afternoon, and the musical directors for the chorus, orchestra, and dance groups are working with enthusiasm. The show opens next Sunday with a matinee performance at 2:00 o'clock, and is scheduled for six performances daily through Saturday night.

Dorm Dance Plans Are Newman Complete

Plans have been completed for the Formal Dance to be held in the U.T. Student Union next week. The dance will be held at 8:00 o'clock, and tickets, limited to 250 in number, will be sold at the Union. No admittance will be permitted at the door.

Florida State Board of Agriculture, through the efforts of Dr. Frank B. Stratton, will furnish all the costumes for the evening. As a result of the arrangement, it will be possible for serious students to participate in the entertainment.

First meetings. An investigation committee appointed by the Institute Committee has been busy with their work. The committee has consisted of three members, and their report will be presented at the next meeting of the board.

FUTURE PLANS ARE MADE BY THE T.C.A.

More Interesting Meetings Announced by Members

John G. Hinchelwood, Jr., was appointed chairman of the committee to investigate the feasibility of a permanent dormitory for the Engineering faculty. He presented a report on the subject, and the committee is expected to report to the board at the next meeting.

Reynolds Address

Kenne C. B. Reynolds, instructor in the department of Civil Engineering, delivered the annual address of the Columbia University Engineering Class. The address was given upon the occasion of the 55th anniversary of the class, and was attended by a large number of alumni and friends of the university.
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FRATERNITIES HOLD DANCE AT SOMERSET

Between six and seven hundred hundred people attended the first formal dance given by the students of the Aeronautical Engineering class in a new and large gymnasium at the State College of Agriculture at Somerset last night. Band music was furnished by the Tech Tumesters and the chorus of the Clef and Trŵp. The following members of the Clef and Trŵp were present: E. J. Baker, Byron and Mrs. E. J. Baker, Mr. T. D. Graves.
'BLIND BRAGGADOCIO' has brought us more comment than any editorial we can recall publishing in those columns. That it contained some grain of truth may be judged from the favorable criticism afforded by the majority of those who have spoken to us on this subject. It has met with strong opposition among certain of its readers—of which the letter in the Open Forum is an excellent example—but further proof that the question is worthy of considerable thought. The greatest problems in the world are those most debated—those which arouse the maximum of interest and heated argument.

Before proceeding further, let our attitude be made entirely clear. The writer of the preceding editorial stated plainly that we are betraying a possible lack of loyalty to our Alma Mater. Let us maintain once and for all that our one ideal is the improvement of our own conditions. We are capable of judging rightly—for the continued discussion of the question is worthy of considerable thought. The greatest problems in the world are those most debated—those which arouse the maximum of interest and heated argument.
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HOCKEY TEAM BATTLES TERRIERS

ENGINEERS HOLD UNIVERSITY CLUB TO SCORELESS TIE

Show Defensive Strength in First Scrimmage of Season—Laredo

OPPOSE B.U. TOMORROW

Displaying a powerful defense but lacking offense, the Technology hockey team held the University Club to a scoreless tie yesterday afternoon. Throughout the Cardinal and Grey exhibition, the Engineers, though persistently shooting, were unable to score, while the University Club with a fast and skillful attack, was able to put a goal past the Engineers. The game was played in the State Garden at 7 o'clock, and the Engineers were beaten by a score of 0-1. The Engineers produced one goal a minute before the Engineers as goal tender, played a stellar game on defense, freezing with an opponent for a total of 12 minutes. As the Engineers will play the B. U. tomorrow at 7 o'clock, and the Varsity with them, the Engineers have two more games to play before the season is over.

The game was a hard-fought one, with the Engineers fighting until the last minute. The starting lineup for the University Club was: K. R. A. A. A. in which he finished in 8th, and the 15th was the first college team of the season. The Seeds, a college transfer, played an important role in the Engineers' victory. The forwards for the Engineers were: A. J. M. C. A. A. and the University Club was: A. J. M. C. A. A. in which he finished in 8th, and the 15th was the first college team of the season. The Seeds, a college transfer, played an important role in the Engineers' victory.
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MANAGEMENT in Room 1190:
I. John J. Company placed one of these most when new models are developed. The chassis of the latest model "Silver can be viewed. The machine is loaned by the Homberg Infirmary. Five o'clock.

FRESHMAN football team will be taken to the Manager, Thomas McLaren of the technical staff of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. Freshmen will be taken in Room 10-004 at two Christmas Concert and Dance to be held. Sophomore Field Day relay teams will lobby from 12-2 every day for the teams.

6:00-IEEE Dinner Meeting and Lecture, Main Hall, Walker Memorial. 9:30-Dorm Dance, North Hall, Walker Memorial. 3:00-Movies of the Cadillac Plant, Room 5-330. 8:00-Sports Night, Walker Gymnasium. 6:30-Faculty Club Dinner, Faculty Dining Room and North Hall, Walker Memorial.

FRESHMAN FOOTBALL team in this position should report.

CALCULATION pictures of the technique.

FRESHMAN CLASS OFFICERS

Colonel Kerrick Displays Flags of Early Colonial Days
Illustrating his lecture by duplicate copies of the original flags which have been used by the committee of the American Society of Civil Engineers, the following program was presented:

December 11, 6:30-Professor Dean Peabody, Jr. December 11, 9:30-Professor Peabody, Jr. December 11, 12:00-Pitbladdo and De Marderosian, Lecturers. Student Society and their friends, as well as any undergraduates who are interested are urgently invited to attend the meeting.

EDGEBURGH Extra High Grade Smoking Tobacco

HOME COMFORT
You can own a home built according to plans visualized by you and your family for a long time.

Smokers of all tastes discover the new continent. Having cement walks, driveway, garage and silent automatic oil burner. All this within easy driving distance from your office.

For appointment call Needham 5016-W.

Lorenzo, a comparatively unknown artist at most schools enjoys considerable popularity at New York City College. A favorable schedule for the 1932 season has already been completed, and the team always seems unusually good at the beginning of the season to be played with several extra-ordinary and around New York, with Penn State and Brown, and on June 1st, 11-0, L. C. will play with the team from the Indiana Reservation in Oklahoma.

17 say “Merry Xmas” with same Gift
Breawton, Ill. November 31, 1931
Lava & Reo Co, Richmond, Va.
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Young Men's Blue Suits
—are given a commanding position in our great stocks, because experience has shown that there should be “one in every wardrobe”.

Our new wide-wale cheviots are extremely popular, beaded with abundance of stripes and flowers. Having cement walls, driveway, garage and silent automatic oil burner.

For appointment call Needham 5016-W.

NEW BUICK CHASSIS PUT IN 522AM LAB
Opportunity has been given all interested to attend this year's most advanced in the Boston Infirmary. Company placed one of these most recent of its productions in the Stone Laboratory, first floor, Wednesday morning. Everything has been arranged to that the entire audience of the chassis and engine as assembled may be viewed. The machine is loaned by the company and will be removed when tests are developed.
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